
Copy of People: GOA Worksheet for Reviewers

Instructions

1. Please add the names of the group members to the column below.
2. For the first breakout discussion, please review Goals 1 and 2 and their objectives. In the second breakout, please review Goal 3. 
3. In column B indicate if the goal should be kept as is (K) deleted (D) or edited (E).
4. Suggestions for revisions can be added in the line below the corresponding goal or objective.
5.  Additional Objectives and Actions can be added at the bottom of each goal section. 
6. If time permits please take time to review the actions and suggest revisions as needed.

Group 
Members:

Group 1

Overarching 
Aspirational 
Goal

Local and regional responses to the effects of climate change will be advanced through organizational and fiscal management at the 
local government level, and community-led preparedness and recovery. 

Goal 1 E Local governments maximize their efforts to implement climate adaptation and mitigation activities through an expanded internal capacity and cross-departmental coordination. Responsible Agents
Local governments have maximized their ability to adapt to climate change

Objective 1.1 E The Region will strengthen local government organizational capacity by implementing best practices.  
Best practices will be used to strengthen local government organizational capacity

Action E Develop resilience plans and synchronize with other plans, including the strategic plan, OMB annual plan, and others. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action E Resilience objectives are integrated into departmental programs, budgets, positions and performance metrics. TBRPC, Member Govts.
which objectives? how many programs? possible objective instead of action?

Action K Member governments will identify a point person or create a dedicated position to coordinate resiliency programs across departments. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action K Identify funding opportunities for increasing organizational capacity necessary to implement resiliency programs. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action E Develop programs to increase cross-departmental knowledge of links between health, racial, and social equity in context of disaster preparedness and climate
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Education program? Too big...narrow it a bit. Professional development to increase. Need to better understand what you mean.

Action K The TBRPC will coordinate ongoing presentations to bring in new knowledge for Elected Officials on priority topics. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action K Identify grant funding opportunities to implement innovative resilience strategies that prioritize equity issues. TBRPC, Member Govts.
Tie back to increasing capacity or cross-departmental coordination. Possible other objective.

Add Actions? Make actions measurable

Add Objective? Expanded internal capacity
Cross-departmental coordination

Goal 2 E
The Region will have improved public safety, safeguard infrastructure, property and environmental assets, and basic quality of life by incorporating adaptation and risk reduction 
strategies in their Financial Management.
Two goals in one. Goal is actually develop a financial management plan or strategy that improves basic quality of life

Objective 2.1 E Incorporate climate change projections into programs and their budgets that address built and natural infrastructure at risk to sea level rise and flooding
Development a financial management strategies that supports improved public safety, safeguarding infrastructure...

Action Conduct critical infrastructure vulnerability assessments and cost/budget impact analysis to future conditions. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action
By 2024, local governments will begin to assess infrastructure and redevelopment projects and prioritize those projects that produce the best net benefits for long term public safety, and long-
standing environmental, health, and economic disparities in low-income, minority communities. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action Local governments will assess the overall cost of adaptation and mitigation and incorporate these costs into their budgetary processes. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action
Local governments with the support of the TBRPC will conduct an analysis to identify the feasibility of new funding mechanisms to implement resiliency projects and programs including but not 
limted to impact fees, Tax Incriment Financing (TIF) and rebates. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action The region will advocate for legislative action that will provide additional funding sources to impliment adaptation and mitigation projects at the state and federal level. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Add Actions? Actions point to creating financial management plan as goal

Add Objective? Financial management

Goal 3 E The Region will be prepared for disasters and recovery because of partnerships with vital community and business organizations.
Establish partnerships that enable stronger collaborations between communities and business organizations to better prepare for disaster recovery

Objective 3.1 E The Region will develop consistency in communication and engagement for residents, businesses, and community organizations to support CRS program outcomes.
Make broader in communications to address non-CRS related issues (pandemic, etc)...possible second objective. Or is objective to just stick wtih water related issues?

Action K Establish a regionally consistent flood education program with mapping resources for real estate agents. 
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action
K Provide education and information to the public and business community about potential hazards and property protection measures (i.e. events such as Hurricane Expo and general 

presentation to community group).
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action
K Annually provide outreach specifically to properties immediately adjacent to the repetitive loss properties as part of the Community Rating System outreach and repetitive property owner 

outreach programs.
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Reason for "immediately adjacent"? 

Action E Establish a Citizen Leadership Academy that educates on innovative resilience strategies and supports CRS program goals
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Cost of Leadership Academy is prohibitive, must make it free. Needs to reflect the community where it's held. Possble academy within schools to get children input/awareness (Add something 
to show reaching out to underserved communities, ex title 1 schools)

Objective 3.2 E The Region will support existing community and business groups to implement community-led engagement.
The Region will support community and business groups to implement community-led engagement.

Action E Diversify and broaden existing inventory of organizations and identify alignment to shared goals for increasing community and business resilience with equity as a priority.
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Does this mean making sure we know all the groups that have interest in resilience with equity as a priority? Broaden the inventory of organizations. Identify common goals for increasing 
resilience with equity as a priority.

Action K
Local governments will identify opportunities to provide interagency finanical assistance to ensure community groups and nonprofits can implement engagement in low-income and minority 
communities.

TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Is there a better term for "minority"? Under-served? 

Action E The Region will collect best practices and identify funding sources for the development of a Resilient Neighborhoods Communication Toolkit.
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Move to Objective 3.1

Action E
The Region will research and identify potential funding sources for the implementation of a Resilient Neighborhoods Grant Program to provide local governments with financial assistance to 
implement the best practices in the Resilient Neighborhoods Communcation Toolkit. 

TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Move to Objective 3.1. Make funding available directly to businesses. Remove "best practices", as it implies there are bad practices within the toolkit

Add Actions?

Add Objective?



Copy of People: GOA Worksheet for Reviewers

Instructions

1. Please add the names of the group members to the column below.
2. For the first breakout discussion, please review Goals 1 and 2 and their objectives. In the second breakout, please review Goal 3. 
3. In column B indicate if the goal should be kept as is (K) deleted (D) or edited (E).
4. Suggestions for revisions can be added in the line below the corresponding goal or objective.
5.  Additional Objectives and Actions can be added at the bottom of each goal section. 
6. If time permits please take time to review the actions and suggest revisions as needed.

Group 
Members:

Group 2

Overarching 
Aspirational 
Goal

Indicate Support 
=Y or D = Delete 

Local and regional responses to the effects of climate change will be advanced through organizational and fiscal management at the 
local government level, and community-led preparedness and recovery. 

Goal 1 Local governments maximize their efforts to implement climate adaptation and mitigation activities through an expanded internal capacity and cross-departmental coordination. Responsible Agents

Objective 1.1 The Region will strengthen local government organizational capacity by implementing best practices.  

Action E Develop resilience plans and synchronize with other plans, including the strategic plan, OMB annual plan, and others. TBRPC, Member Govts.
Develop criteria in which to use in the budgeting process with respect to resilience programs

Action K Resilience objectives are integrated into departmental programs, budgets, positions and performance metrics. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action E Member governments will identify a point person or create a dedicated position to coordinate resiliency programs across departments. TBRPC, Member Govts.
Develop guidance to help local governments create appropriate job descriptions and select the appropriate employee to fill that position

Action K Identify funding opportunities for increasing organizational capacity necessary to implement resiliency programs. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action K Develop programs to increase cross-departmental knowledge of links between health, racial, and social equity in context of disaster preparedness and climate
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action E The TBRPC will coordinate ongoing presentations to bring in new knowledge for Elected Officials on priority topics. TBRPC, Member Govts.
Ongoing basis should ensure presentations happen within each election cycle

Action K Identify grant funding opportunities to impliment innovative resilience strategies that prioritize equity issues. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Add Actions?

Add Objective?

Goal 2
The Region will have improved public safety, safeguard infrastructure, property and environmental assets, and basic quality of life by incorporating adaptation and risk reduction 
strategies in their Financial Management.

Objective 2.1 E Incorporate climate change projections into programs and their budgets that address built and natural infrastructure at risk to sea level rise and flooding
include considerations for heat, drought, and other concerns for climate change

Action K Conduct critical infrastructure vulnerability assessments and cost/budget impact analysis to future conditions. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action E
By 2024, local governments will begin to assess infrastructure and redevelopment projects and prioritize based on criticality, vulnerability, and benefits for long term public safety, and long-
standing environmental, health, and economic disparities in low-income, minority communities. TBRPC, Member Govts.
change to "low income AND minority communities" . 

Action K Local governments will assess the overall cost of adaptation and mitigation and incorporate these costs into their budgetary processes. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action K
Local governments with the support of the TBRPC will conduct an analysis to identify the feasibility of new funding mechanisms to implement resiliency projects and programs including but not 
limted to impact fees, Tax Incriment Financing (TIF) and rebates. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action E The region will advocate for legislative action that will provide additional funding sources to impliment adaptation and mitigation projects at the state and federal level. TBRPC, Member Govts.
*** with input from local government and other regional stakeholders to ensure consistency among advocacy

Add Actions?

Add Objective?

Goal 3 The Region will be prepared for disasters and recovery because of partnerships with vital community and business organizations.

Objective 3.1 The Region will develop consistency in communication and engagement for residents, businesses, and community organizations to support CRS program outcomes.

Action K Establish a regionally consistent flood education program with mapping resources for real estate agents. 
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

*** consult with SWFWMD

Action
K Provide education and information to the public and business community about potential hazards and property protection measures (i.e. events such as Hurricane Expo and general 

presentation to community group).
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

*** learn from counties that have already done an event/campaign (ex Hillsborough and Hurricane Expo)

Action
E Annually provide outreach specifically to properties immediately adjacent to the repetitive loss properties as part of the Community Rating System outreach and repetitive property owner 

outreach programs.
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Who will take reposibility for this outreach and are their any issues with privacy acts? And who will be responsible for compiling the data? And how will outreach be performed/what is the 
medium?

Action E Establish a Citizen Leadership Academy that educates on innovative resilience strategies and supports CRS program goals
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

*** and solicit feedback from this group for future resilience planning

Objective 3.2 The Region will support existing community and business groups to impliment community-led engagement.

Action E Diversify and broaden existing inventory of organizations and identify alignment to shared goals for increasing community and business resilience with equity as a priority.
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

*** or compile an inventory if one does not already exist, specification on the types of organizations may be needed here.

Action K
Local governments will identify opportunities to provide interagency finanical assistance to ensure community groups and nonprofits can implement engagement in low-income and minority 
communities.

TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action K The Region will collect best practices and identify funding sources for the development of a Resilient Neighborhoods Communication Toolkit.
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action K
The Region will research and identify potential funding sources for the implimentation of a Resilient Neighborhoods Grant Program to provide local governments with financial assistance to 
impliment the best practices in the Resilient Neighborhoods Communcation Toolkit. 

TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Add Actions?

Add Objective?

Additional thoughts:
Each action should specificy what organization (the Region, the local government, etc.) takes the lead, which organiztions are in support of that lead, and what g roups are receiving/benefiting 
the action.



Copy of People: GOA Worksheet for Reviewers

Instructions

1. Please add the names of the group members to the column below.
2. For the first breakout discussion, please review Goals 1 and 2 and their objectives. In the second breakout, please review Goal 3. 
3. In column B indicate if the goal should be kept as is (K) deleted (D) or edited (E).
4. Suggestions for revisions can be added in the line below the corresponding goal or objective.
5.  Additional Objectives and Actions can be added at the bottom of each goal section. 
6. If time permits please take time to review the actions and suggest revisions as needed.

Need to prioritize actions! 

Group 
Members:

 Group 3 Need to further review 
column D. This could be 
its own breakout session. 

Overarching 
Aspirational 
Goal

Indicate Support 
=Y or D = Delete 

Local and regional responses to the effects of climate change will be advanced through organizational and fiscal management at the 
local government level, and community-led preparedness and recovery. 

Goal 1 E Local governments maximize their efforts to implement climate adaptation and mitigation activities through an expanded internal capacity and cross-departmental coordination. Responsible Agents

Objective 1.1 K The Region will strengthen local government organizational capacity by implementing best practices.  

Action E Develop resilience plans and synchronize with other plans, including the strategic plan, OMB annual plan, and others. TBRPC, Member Govts.
Define strategic plans.

Action K Resilience objectives are integrated into departmental programs, budgets, positions and performance metrics. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action E Member governments will identify a point person or create a dedicated position to coordinate resiliency programs across departments. TBRPC, Member Govts.
Point person and/or team with specific resiliency credentials and speficied resiliency duties.

Action K Identify funding opportunities for increasing organizational capacity necessary to implement resiliency programs. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action K Develop programs to increase cross-departmental knowledge of links between health, racial, and social equity in context of disaster preparedness and climate
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action E The TBRPC will coordinate ongoing presentations to bring in new knowledge for Elected Officials on priority topics. TBRPC, Member Govts.
add staff and community member training.

Action E Identify grant funding opportunities to impliment innovative resilience strategies that prioritize equity issues. TBRPC, Member Govts.
Very easy.  Reword to Identify and apply for....

Add Actions? Add Develop and implement resilient food security plans. Update bi-annually. TBRPC, Member Govts
Add Conduct a minimum of two community wide resiliency education programs annually. TBRPC, Member Govts
Add Create an implementation matrix to identify annual progress TBRPC, Member Govts

Add Objective? Add

Goal 2 E
The Region will have improved public safety, safeguard infrastructure, property and environmental assets, and basic quality of life by incorporating adaptation and risk reduction 
strategies in their Financial Management.
Include food security

Objective 2.1 K Incorporate climate change projections into programs and their budgets that address built and natural infrastructure at risk to sea level rise and flooding

Action E Conduct critical infrastructure vulnerability assessments and cost/budget impact analysis to future conditions. TBRPC, Member Govts.
When will this be done.  Specify timeframe.  Within XX years....or every XXX years.with an implementation matrix to measure progress

Action E
By 2024, local governments will begin to assess infrastructure and redevelopment projects and prioritize those projects that produce the best net benefits for long term public safety, and long-
standing environmental, health, and economic disparities in low-income, minority communities. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action E Local governments will assess the overall cost of adaptation and mitigation and incorporate these costs into their budgetary processes. TBRPC, Member Govts.
Develop a budget plan.

Action K
Local governments with the support of the TBRPC will conduct an analysis to identify the feasibility of new funding mechanisms to implement resiliency projects and programs including but not 
limted to impact fees, Tax Incriment Financing (TIF) and rebates. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action K The region will advocate for legislative action that will provide additional funding sources to impliment adaptation and mitigation projects at the state and federal level. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Add Actions?

Add Objective?

Goal 3 E The Region will be prepared for disasters and recovery because of partnerships with vital community and business organizations.
Clarify disaster "response and recovery." Clarify who the "Region" is. 

Objective 3.1 E The Region will develop consistency in communication and engagement for residents, businesses, and community organizations to support CRS program outcomes.
Clarify who the "Region" is. Spell out CRS = Community Rating System. 

Action E Establish a regionally consistent flood education program with mapping resources for real estate agents. 
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Clarify who is responsible for this. Breakout room members had differening presepectives depending on making sure we stay consitent but also not get in the "muck" with this industry. 

Action
K Provide education and information to the public and business community about potential hazards and property protection measures (i.e. events such as Hurricane Expo and general 

presentation to community group).
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action
K Annually provide outreach specifically to properties immediately adjacent to the repetitive loss properties as part of the Community Rating System outreach and repetitive property owner 

outreach programs.
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action E Establish a Citizen Leadership Academy that educates on innovative resilience strategies and supports CRS program goals
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Could have lots of potential as long as diversity, equity, and inclusion are specifcally being addressed here. 

Objective 3.2 E The Region will support existing community and business groups to impliment community-led engagement.
Define who the region is. Make sure that implement is spelled correctly. 

Action E Diversify and broaden existing inventory of organizations and identify alignment to shared goals for increasing community and business resilience with equity as a priority.
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Important statement, but needs to be reworded to be "less cluncky." 

Action K
Local governments will identify opportunities to provide interagency finanical assistance to ensure community groups and nonprofits can implement engagement in low-income and minority 
communities.

TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action K The Region will collect best practices and identify funding sources for the development of a Resilient Neighborhoods Communication Toolkit.
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action K
The Region will research and identify potential funding sources for the implimentation of a Resilient Neighborhoods Grant Program to provide local governments with financial assistance to 
impliment the best practices in the Resilient Neighborhoods Communcation Toolkit. 

TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Add Actions?

Add Objective?



Copy of People: GOA Worksheet for Reviewers

Instructions

1. Please add the names of the group members to the column below.
2. For the first breakout discussion, please review Goals 1 and 2 and their objectives. In the second breakout, 
please review Goal 3. 
3. In column B indicate if the goal should be kept as is (K) deleted (D) or edited (E).
4. Suggestions for revisions can be added in the line below the corresponding goal or objective.
5.  Additional Objectives and Actions can be added at the bottom of each goal section. 
6. If time permits please take time to review the actions and suggest revisions as needed.

Group 
Members:

Group 4

Overarching 
Aspirational 
Goal

Indicate 
Support 
=Y or D 
= Delete 

Local and regional responses to the effects of climate change will be advanced through organizational 
and fiscal management at the local government level, and community-led preparedness and recovery. 

Goal 1
Local governments maximize their efforts to implement climate adaptation and mitigation activities through an expanded internal 
capacity and cross-departmental coordination. Responsible Agents

Objective 1.1 The Region will strengthen local government organizational capacity by implementing best practices.  

Action E Develop resilience plans and synchronize with other plans, including the strategic plan, OMB annual plan, and others. TBRPC, Member Govts.
take out budgetary plans, and make seperate objective -- see comment below

Action E Resilience objectives are integrated into departmental programs, budgets, positions and performance metrics. TBRPC, Member Govts.
Needs to be broken down -- resilliece objectives need to be in all 4 seperate things, but this action is packed

Action K Member governments will identify a point person or create a dedicated position to coordinate resiliency programs across departments. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action K Identify funding opportunities for increasing organizational capacity necessary to implement resiliency programs. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action E
Develop programs to increase cross-departmental knowledge of links between health, racial, and social equity in context of disaster 
preparedness and climate

TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Add in recover w/ preparedeness.... and long term recovery

Action K The TBRPC will coordinate ongoing presentations to bring in new knowledge for Elected Officials on priority topics. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action E Identify grant funding opportunities to impliment innovative resilience strategies that prioritize equity issues. TBRPC, Member Govts.
the need for raising PERMANT funding for prepreations of inequity and resillience strategies

Add Actions?

Add Objective?
Action #1 should be an objective. There needs to be actions linked to idenitfying funding, grants and finanical opportunities.... Funding 
is essential and is a huge factor for being able to implement goals

Add objective or action on political will?

Goal 2
The Region will have improved public safety, safeguard infrastructure, property and environmental assets, and basic quality of life by 
incorporating adaptation and risk reduction strategies in their Financial Management.

Objective 2.1
Incorporate climate change projections into programs and their budgets that address built and natural infrastructure at risk to sea level rise and 
flooding

Action Conduct critical infrastructure vulnerability assessments and cost/budget impact analysis to future conditions. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action
By 2024, local governments will begin to assess infrastructure and redevelopment projects and prioritize those projects that produce the best net 
benefits for long term public safety, and long-standing environmental, health, and economic disparities in low-income, minority communities. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action Local governments will assess the overall cost of adaptation and mitigation and incorporate these costs into their budgetary processes. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action
Local governments with the support of the TBRPC will conduct an analysis to identify the feasibility of new funding mechanisms to implement 
resiliency projects and programs including but not limted to impact fees, Tax Incriment Financing (TIF) and rebates. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action
The region will advocate for legislative action that will provide additional funding sources to impliment adaptation and mitigation projects at the 
state and federal level. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Add Actions?
Flood plain manager positions should be incorporated into financial managegement to provide guidance to real estate agents, 
local/state governement, etc. This role will be integral for resilliency efforts

Add Objective?

Goal 3 K The Region will be prepared for disasters and recovery because of partnerships with vital community and business organizations.

Objective 3.1 K
The Region will develop consistency in communication and engagement for residents, businesses, and community organizations to support CRS 
program outcomes.

Action E Establish a regionally consistent flood education program with mapping resources for real estate agents. 
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

broadedn action more ex. -*for opportunities of mitigation and disclosure

Action
K Provide education and information to the public and business community about potential hazards and property protection measures (i.e. events 

such as Hurricane Expo and general presentation to community group).
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action
E Annually provide outreach specifically to properties immediately adjacent to the repetitive loss properties as part of the Community Rating 

System outreach and repetitive property owner outreach programs.
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

"in areas of repetitive loss of property"

Action E Establish a Citizen Leadership Academy that educates on innovative resilience strategies and supports CRS program goals
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

what is this academy doing that the prrevious outreach programs arent doing? Is this regional?

Objective 3.2 K The Region will support existing community and business groups to impliment community-led engagement.

Action K
Diversify and broaden existing inventory of organizations and identify alignment to shared goals for increasing community and business resilience 
with equity as a priority.

TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action K
Local governments will identify opportunities to provide interagency finanical assistance to ensure community groups and nonprofits can 
implement engagement in low-income and minority communities.

TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action K The Region will collect best practices and identify funding sources for the development of a Resilient Neighborhoods Communication Toolkit.
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action K
The Region will research and identify potential funding sources for the implimentation of a Resilient Neighborhoods Grant Program to provide 
local governments with financial assistance to impliment the best practices in the Resilient Neighborhoods Communcation Toolkit. 

TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Add Actions?

Add Objective?



Copy of People: GOA Worksheet for Reviewers

Instructions

1. Please add the names of the group members to the column below.
2. For the first breakout discussion, please review Goals 1 and 2 and their objectives. In the second breakout, please review Goal 3. 
3. In column B indicate if the goal should be kept as is (K) deleted (D) or edited (E).
4. Suggestions for revisions can be added in the line below the corresponding goal or objective.
5.  Additional Objectives and Actions can be added at the bottom of each goal section. 
6. If time permits please take time to review the actions and suggest revisions as needed.

Group 
Members:

Group 5

Overarching 
Aspirational 
Goal

Indicate Support 
=Y or D = Delete 

Local and regional responses to the effects of climate change will be advanced through organizational and fiscal management at the 
local government level, and community-led preparedness and recovery. 

K Change "lead" to collaboration/support/driven/enganged, or other.  This language may not capture long term climate change resiliency.  It seem to focus on short term issues.

Goal 1 K Local governments maximize their efforts to implement climate adaptation and mitigation activities through an expanded internal capacity and cross-departmental coordination. Responsible Agents
good. Keep.

Objective 1.1 K The Region will strengthen local government organizational capacity by implementing best practices.  
Add "communication and collaboration"

Action K Develop resilience plans and synchronize with other plans, including the strategic plan, OMB annual plan, and others. TBRPC, Member Govts.
Change to "strategic plans" generically. Also, mention Comp. Plans.

Action K Resilience objectives are integrated into departmental programs, budgets, positions and performance metrics. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action K Member governments will identify a point person or create a dedicated position to coordinate resiliency programs across departments. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action K Identify funding opportunities for increasing organizational capacity necessary to implement resiliency programs. TBRPC, Member Govts.
Can we incorprate "leveraging"? What type of resiliency programs and at what scale?

Action K Develop programs to increase cross-departmental knowledge of links between health, racial, and social equity in context of disaster preparedness and climate
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Very impotant/critical.  Should it rise to its own objective/goal? replace "cross departmental knowledge" with "networked expertise" or "cross-state collaboration"

Action The TBRPC will coordinate ongoing presentations to bring in new knowledge for Elected Officials on priority topics. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action Identify grant funding opportunities to impliment innovative resilience strategies that prioritize equity issues. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Add Actions?
Add Action about community engagement/communication, Goal 1 should include organizational capacity buidling for communication and engagement with communities, non-
profits, etc. in addition to internal capacity. This could also be an Objective 1.2

Add Objective?

Goal 2
The Region will have improved public safety, safeguard infrastructure, property and environmental assets, and basic quality of life by incorporating adaptation and risk reduction 
strategies in their Financial Management.
The Region will have improved public safety, safeguard infrastructure, property and environmental services, and sustain basic quality of life by incorporating adaptation and risk 
reduction strategies in their Financial Management.

Objective 2.1 Incorporate climate change projections into programs and their budgets that address built and natural infrastructure at risk to sea level rise and flooding

Action Conduct critical infrastructure vulnerability assessments and cost/budget impact analysis to future conditions. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action
By 2024, local governments will begin to assess infrastructure and redevelopment projects and prioritize those projects that produce the best net benefits for long term public safety, and long-
standing environmental, health, and economic disparities in low-income, minority communities. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action Local governments will assess the overall cost of adaptation and mitigation and incorporate these costs into their budgetary processes. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action
Local governments with the support of the TBRPC will conduct an analysis to identify the feasibility of new funding mechanisms to implement resiliency projects and programs including but not 
limted to impact fees, Tax Incriment Financing (TIF) and rebates. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action The region will advocate for legislative action that will provide additional funding sources to impliment adaptation and mitigation projects at the state and federal level. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Add Actions?
Develop Comprehensive and Constistent Benefit, Cost and Cost Avoidance Analysis methodology that goes above standard FEMA Benefit Cost Aanalysis (BCA) methodology to ensure 
broad-based metrics for measurement of success.

Add Objective?

Goal 3 K The Region will be prepared for disasters and recovery because of partnerships with vital community and business organizations.
The region will partner with vital community and business organizations to prepare, respond, recover and mitigate effects of climate change and disasters.

Objective 3.1 K The Region will develop consistency in communication and engagement for residents, businesses, and community organizations to support CRS program outcomes.
The Region will develop consistent and ongoing communication and engagement with residents, businesses, and community organizations to support CRS 

Action K Establish a regionally consistent flood education program with mapping resources for real estate agents. 
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Add action "work to establish regulatory program to require notice to home buyers/renters of risk"

Action
K Provide education and information to the public and business community about potential hazards and property protection measures (i.e. events such as Hurricane Expo and general 

presentation to community group).
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Engage media.

Action
K Annually provide outreach specifically to properties immediately adjacent to the repetitive loss properties as part of the Community Rating System outreach and repetitive property owner 

outreach programs.
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

why "immediately adjacent"?  Strange choice.  focus on repeditive loss properties and properties at risk in future.

Action K Establish a Citizen Leadership Academy that educates on innovative resilience strategies and supports CRS program goals
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Objective 3.2 K The Region will support existing community and business groups to impliment community-led engagement.

Action K Diversify and broaden existing inventory of organizations and identify alignment to shared goals for increasing community and business resilience with equity as a priority.
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Alot going on here.  Maybe break apart into separate actions.  Add partnerships and collaboration with organizations.

Action
Local governments will identify opportunities to provide interagency finanical assistance to ensure community groups and nonprofits can implement engagement in low-income and minority 
communities.

TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action The Region will collect best practices and identify funding sources for the development of a Resilient Neighborhoods Communication Toolkit.
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action
The Region will research and identify potential funding sources for the implimentation of a Resilient Neighborhoods Grant Program to provide local governments with financial assistance to 
impliment the best practices in the Resilient Neighborhoods Communcation Toolkit. 

TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Add Actions?

Add Objective?



Copy of People: GOA Worksheet for Reviewers

Instructions

1. Please add the names of the group members to the column below.
2. For the first breakout discussion, please review Goals 1 and 2 and their objectives. In the second breakout, please review Goal 3. 
3. In column B indicate if the goal should be kept as is (K) deleted (D) or edited (E).
4. Suggestions for revisions can be added in the line below the corresponding goal or objective.
5.  Additional Objectives and Actions can be added at the bottom of each goal section. 
6. If time permits please take time to review the actions and suggest revisions as needed.

Group 
Members:

Group 6

Overarching 
Aspirational 
Goal

Indicate Support 
=Y or D = Delete 

Local and regional responses to the effects of climate change will be advanced through organizational and fiscal management at the 
local government level, and community-led preparedness and recovery. 

Goal 1 K, but E Local governments maximize their efforts to implement climate adaptation and mitigation activities through an expanded internal capacity and cross-departmental coordination. Responsible Agents

Objective 1.1 Define the Region  - E The Region will strengthen local government organizational capacity by implementing best practices.  

Action K - E - what is others? Develop resilience plans and synchronize with other plans, including the strategic plan, OMB annual plan, and others. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action K Resilience objectives are integrated into departmental programs, budgets, positions and performance metrics. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action K Member governments will identify a point person or create a dedicated position to coordinate resiliency programs across departments. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action K Identify funding opportunities for increasing organizational capacity necessary to implement resiliency programs. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action K Develop programs to increase cross-departmental knowledge of links between health, racial, and social equity in context of disaster preparedness and climate
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action K - E - both public 
residents and elected 
officals

The TBRPC will coordinate ongoing presentations to bring in new knowledge for Elected Officials on priority topics. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action K Identify grant funding opportunities to implement innovative resilience strategies that prioritize equity issues. TBRPC, Member Govts.
Implement* not 
impliment

Add Actions? Local governments will require/offer new employees to take basic climate change and resiliency education course. (At first all existing must be trained) -Libby
Local government staff and elected officials involved in the Regional Resiliency Coalition will PRESENT their work to City Council/ County Commissions at least quarterly in 
writing or presentation. -Libby 

Add Objective?

Goal 2
The Region will have improved public safety, safeguard infrastructure, property and environmental assets, and basic quality of life by incorporating adaptation and risk reduction 
strategies in their Financial Management.

Objective 2.1 Incorporate climate change projections into programs and their budgets that address built and natural infrastructure at risk to sea level rise and flooding

Action Conduct critical infrastructure vulnerability assessments and cost/budget impact analysis to future conditions. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action
By 2024, local governments will begin to assess infrastructure and redevelopment projects and prioritize those projects that produce the best net benefits for long term public safety, and long-
standing environmental, health, and economic disparities in low-income, minority communities. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action Local governments will assess the overall cost of adaptation and mitigation and incorporate these costs into their budgetary processes. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action
Local governments with the support of the TBRPC will conduct an analysis to identify the feasibility of new funding mechanisms to implement resiliency projects and programs including but not 
limted to impact fees, Tax Incriment Financing (TIF) and rebates. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action The region will advocate for legislative action that will provide additional funding sources to impliment adaptation and mitigation projects at the state and federal level. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Add Actions?

Add Objective?

Goal 3 K The Region will be prepared for disasters and recovery because of partnerships with vital community and business organizations.

Objective 3.1
K - community 
organizations like front-
line, non-profits, faith-
based, political groups? 
Voad and Coad, HOA's 
+ neighborhood 
associations

The Region will develop consistency in communication and engagement for residents, businesses, and community organizations to support CRS program outcomes.

Action

E - share with property 
buyers in vulnerable 
communities Establish a regionally consistent flood education program with mapping resources for real estate agents. 

TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action

K Flood Risk 
Disclosures - 40% of 
flood insurance policies. 
- Susan

Provide education and information to the public and business community about potential hazards and property protection measures (i.e. events such as Hurricane Expo and general 
presentation to community group).

TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action
K Annually provide outreach specifically to properties immediately adjacent to the repetitive loss properties as part of the Community Rating System outreach and repetitive property owner 

outreach programs.
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action

List five innovative 
resilience strategies - 
Bart Establish a Citizen Leadership Academy that educates on innovative resilience strategies and supports CRS program goals

TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Objective 3.2 The Region will support existing community and business groups to impliment community-led engagement.

Action Diversify and broaden existing inventory of organizations and identify alignment to shared goals for increasing community and business resilience with equity as a priority.
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action
Local governments will identify opportunities to provide interagency finanical assistance to ensure community groups and nonprofits can implement engagement in low-income and minority 
communities.

TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action The Region will collect best practices and identify funding sources for the development of a Resilient Neighborhoods Communication Toolkit.
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action
The Region will research and identify potential funding sources for the implimentation of a Resilient Neighborhoods Grant Program to provide local governments with financial assistance to 
impliment the best practices in the Resilient Neighborhoods Communcation Toolkit. 

TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Add Actions?

Add Objective?



Copy of People: GOA Worksheet for Reviewers

Instructions

1. Please add the names of the group members to the column below.
2. For the first breakout discussion, please review Goals 1 and 2 and their objectives. In the second breakout, please review Goal 3. 
3. In column B indicate if the goal should be kept as is (K) deleted (D) or edited (E).
4. Suggestions for revisions can be added in the line below the corresponding goal or objective.
5.  Additional Objectives and Actions can be added at the bottom of each goal section. 
6. If time permits please take time to review the actions and suggest revisions as needed.

Group 
Members:

Group 7

Overarching 
Aspirational 
Goal

Indicate Support 
=Y or D = Delete 
Y/E = keep and 
edit, Y/K = keep

Local and regional responses to the effects of climate change will be advanced through organizational and fiscal management at the 
local government level, and community-led preparedness and recovery. -- this language seems like an objective
Potential alternative language: People living in Tampa Bay Region will thrive post-disaster through community-driven preparedness and 
recovery. 

Goal 1 Y/K Local governments maximize their efforts to implement climate adaptation and mitigation activities through an expanded internal capacity and cross-departmental coordination. Responsible Agents

Objective 1.1 Y/E
The Region will strengthen local government organizational capacity by implementing best practices.  
More specificity in this action... Are we researching best practices? Have we identified best practices that we need local govs to use?

Action Y/K Develop resilience plans and synchronize with other plans, including the strategic plan, OMB annual plan, and others. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action Y/E
Resilience objectives are integrated into departmental programs, budgets, positions and performance metrics.
Potentially change the word objectives to plans TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action Y/K Member governments will identify a point person or create a dedicated position to coordinate resiliency programs across departments. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action Y/K Identify funding opportunities for increasing organizational capacity necessary to implement resiliency programs. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action Y/K Develop programs to increase cross-departmental knowledge of links between health, racial, and social equity in context of disaster preparedness and climate
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action The TBRPC will coordinate ongoing presentations to bring in new knowledge for Elected Officials on priority topics. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action Identify grant funding opportunities to impliment innovative resilience strategies that prioritize equity issues. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Add Actions?

Add Objective?

Goal 2
The Region will have improved public safety, safeguard infrastructure, property and environmental assets, and basic quality of life by incorporating adaptation and risk reduction 
strategies in their Financial Management.

Objective 2.1 Incorporate climate change projections into programs and their budgets that address built and natural infrastructure at risk to sea level rise and flooding

Action Conduct critical infrastructure vulnerability assessments and cost/budget impact analysis to future conditions. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action
By 2024, local governments will begin to assess infrastructure and redevelopment projects and prioritize those projects that produce the best net benefits for long term public safety, and long-
standing environmental, health, and economic disparities in low-income, minority communities. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action Local governments will assess the overall cost of adaptation and mitigation and incorporate these costs into their budgetary processes. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action
Local governments with the support of the TBRPC will conduct an analysis to identify the feasibility of new funding mechanisms to implement resiliency projects and programs including but not 
limted to impact fees, Tax Incriment Financing (TIF) and rebates. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Action The region will advocate for legislative action that will provide additional funding sources to impliment adaptation and mitigation projects at the state and federal level. TBRPC, Member Govts.

Add Actions?

Add Objective?

Goal 3 Y/E
The Region will be prepared for disasters and recovery because of partnerships with vital community and business organizations.
Change "because of" to "through"; remove "vital" so more community organizations see themselves as partners 

Objective 3.1 Y/E

The Region will develop consistency in communication and engagement for residents, businesses, and community organizations to support CRS program outcomes. Change *consistency in* 
to consistent communication...

Make sure that we address the use of a variety of communication methods for those without internet/device access

Action Y/K Establish a regionally consistent flood education program with mapping resources for real estate agents. 
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action
Y/K Provide education and information to the public and business community about potential hazards and property protection measures (i.e. events such as Hurricane Expo and general 

presentation to community group).
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action
Y/K Annually provide outreach specifically to properties immediately adjacent to the repetitive loss properties as part of the Community Rating System outreach and repetitive *add *loss* property 

owner outreach programs.
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action Y/K Establish a Citizen Leadership Academy that educates on innovative resilience strategies and supports CRS program goals
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Objective 3.2 Y/E The Region will support existing community and business groups to impliment community-led *resiliency* engagement.

Action Y/E
Diversify and broaden existing  inventory of organizations and identify alignment to shared goals for increasing community and business resilience with equity as a priority. *Recommend 
Diversify and broden exisiting relationships with organizations...."

TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action Y/K
Local governments will identify opportunities to provide interagency finanical assistance to ensure community groups and nonprofits can implement engagement in low-income and minority 
communities.

TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

The Region will collect best practices and identify funding sources for the development of a Resilient Neighborhoods Communication Toolkit.

Action Y/K
TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Action Y/E
The Region will research and identify potential funding sources for the implimentation of a Resilient Neighborhoods Grant Program *and* provide local governments with financial assistance to 
impliment the best practices in the Resilient Neighborhoods Communcation Toolkit. 

TBRPC, Partners, Member 
Govts.

Add Actions?

Add Objective?


